
CEESA Middle School MATHCOUNTS Vilnius 2012 

 

AISV hosted the CEESA Middle School MATHCOUNTS on 2-5 February, 2012.  Forty students from 

international schools of Helsinki, Latvia, Kiev, Krakow, Belgrade and Vilnius formed 11 teams for this 

international math competition. All students represented 17 countries including Lithuania, Ukraine, Latvia, 

India, USA, Korea, Russia, Poland, Germany, Holland, France, Denmark, Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, Sweden, 

and Colombia.  

There were four rounds of the math competition including Sprint Round where students had to solve 30 

math problems in 40 minutes in writing individually; Target Round contained four, two-problem mini-

examinations, for which six minutes were allowed per pair. The problems in the Target Round are usually more difficult 

than most of the problems in the Sprint Round. In pairs, one question tends to be a "confidence booster" and another a 

challenging problem; then, Team Round, a ten question exam, for which twenty minutes were allotted, and up to four 

teammates took the examination as a group. In this round, contestants were allowed to discuss the problems within the 

team. Finally, Countdown Round where two contestants competed face to face. A problem was posted on a projector, 

and the two contestants raced to finish the problem (with pencil and paper). Upon finishing the problem, a contestant was 

expected to press his/her buzzer. The first person to buzz in with the correct answer gained a point. At the end of this 

round, the best three students were selected.  

 

Two AISV teams of Grades 6-8 students coached by Mrs. Diana Arya took part in this competition. 

Team A: Andrew, Lukas, Matas, Rokas; Team B: Luca, Augustinas, Jostautas, Aleksandra and Evelina 

and Daniel joined Belgrade and Kiev teams to help guest schools to form full teams. This is a nice tradition in 

CEESA schools to help guest schools if they cannot bring enough students to form full teams due to many 

different issues including visas and travel permissions. We are very proud of our students who represented 

AISV so well at this tournament!  

 Congratulations to AISV Team A – 3rd place winners of 

the competition and to Andrew, AISV Grade 8 student, who was 

among TOP 10 individual task winners! The TOP 3 students were 

Peter Huson from Krakow (1st place), Mayank Baranwal from Helsinki 

(2nd place), and Roberts Svarinskis from Latvia (3rd place). 

 



       
1st place winner- Helsinki Team A               2nd place winner - Krakow Team B              3rd place winner - Vilnius Team A                  

  

 Each CEESA event also offers a special Sportsmanship Award for a team which best exhibits politeness 

and respect to all participants, coaches, opponents, host families, rules and the officials. Vilnius and Helsinki 

teams were voted for an award, however, as there was only one trophy for this awad, coaches had a tough 

decision to make to choose one out of two. Finally, Helsinki received this award.  

All the guest students stayed with AISV families who generously offered their homes, and as Mr. Robert 

Hinman wrote in his welcome letter, „without this stromg participation from our families, these events would 

lose an important cultural aspect that we want to have in all CEESA events“. We are very grateful to the 

following families: 

 We also had a full social-cultural program after the math competition each day. We enjoyed playing 

sports during Friendly Olympics, dancing and playing Lithuanian folk dances and traditional games, exploring 

ancient Lithuanian artifacts and toys in the Lithuanian national museum, and finally, playing bowling eating 

pizzas and shopping in Akropolis, the center of shopping and entertainment. We were vey happy to show our 

guests the old and new Lithuania! 

Lithuanian cultural evening with the folk  group ,,Siaudelė“: 

 

At the Lithuanian National Museum: 

 



During Friendly Olympics: 

   

  Even though it was extremely cold during the tournament and we had to make a few minor adjustments 

to the program, we had a successful event, and I would like to thank all the staff members who helped to 

organise and conduct the event:  Diana Arya for coaching our mathletes; Uwe Anselm for serving as a 

Tounament Director; Ieva Dovydėnienė and Renata Ratkevičienė for a number of different orgnanisational 

things; Michail and Aleksandras, our drivers, who worked hard to make vehicles function in such a cold 

weather; Andrius Jelaga for organising a fun sports afternoon; Vaidas Šareika, who helped with many things 

needed for the event; AND ISM UNIVERSITY OF MANAGEMENT AND ECONOMICS for providing 

great facilities for the event and being our main sponsor! 

Jolita Norkūnaitė, Activities Coordinator 

 


